ABSTRACT

Muslim woman who is a graceful female figure, soft, and close all the nakedness often feel uncomfortable and shy while visiting public beauty centers where mixed with the opposite sex. Along with the development, as well as the increasing demand for market share Moz5 Salon (Salon Muslimah) wants to increase its branch network in the western part of Surabaya. And want to continue to provide full container for Muslim women to not have to hesitate if you want to pamper themselves as much beauty center. Middle East politically and culturally a part of the continent of Asia, or Africa-Eurasia has a variety of colors and motifs that became its own characteristics and can complement the room feel more alive. In the midst of a modern and minimalist interior, the style of the Middle East is still to be excellent in the interior of the building also will add a plus and the characteristics of its own beauty in the home venue for Muslim women as a user.

In general, a salon or beauty centre is a place to linger pamper women. Starting from the wash, cut, blow hair, manicure, pedicure, facial and spa facials to sports such as aerobics, yoga, and body language is a facility offered by the Salon Moz5. Where the facility will certainly make her forget herself as comfortable to linger in it. Supported course with a different atmosphere in the room with the general beauty salon or in their own homes. Lack of shapes and the aesthetics of the room, less illustrates that the salon was reserved for Muslim women graceful, beautiful, tender but still eager to maintain their health as well. And the extent of space that is not in accordance with various facilities that propose to create a circulation flow in the space Moz5 Salon one branch in Surabaya of East mess and become less comfortable and quiet.

The method used in obtaining data is by making the existing data in the form of photographs of the location, floor plan layout, observation, observation of the source literature-literature which includes research material, interviews with the owner regarding the facilities, expectations, and needs the space devoted to users in the room, as well as sourced from the internet survey. After that will be analyzed and the study data to then be implemented in the design.

Final results are expected in the interior must be lifted from Salon Moz5 concept itself of the nuances. Expected interior design with the feel of the Middle East with a wealth of detail in the form of tiny knick-knacks decorating the table like Shisha, other decorative bottles, candles, and incense-dupaan also various motifs and ornaments, as well as a variety of colors and collide with each other will make the room more life without prejudice to the concept of beauty as a home for the Muslim woman who covered
her nakedness. Upholstery fabrics decorating the room as if a tent in the desert, using a lesehan system and patterned of pillows are expected to be added value in the interior.
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